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	Book No page 1: 10
	Name: Ashley Loftis
	Theme: Artist Books
	Title: Wrapped Kunsthalle Bern
	Author: Christo
	Date Published: 1972
	Publisher: Stuttgart, Hans Peter Haas
	Purchased: Ursus Books & Prints
	Price: 18500
	Why price: Though it is one of 135 pieces (this one being 38), Christo is a very famous artist.  Christo is taught in art history courses.  Even if someone doesn't know Christo by name, they can probably recognize his work.  $18,500 is a great price to pay for any piece of his because it is so collectable, especially since there are very few copies.
	description: CHRISTO
Wrapped Kunsthalle Bern, 1972
Artist's book, comprised of four original screenprint lithographs, one with coloured collage and twine, one with tipped-in photograph and drawing on tissue paper
27 4/5 × 21 7/10 in
70.5 × 55 cm
$18,500

CONTACT GALLERY
Ursus Books & Prints, New York

ABOUT THIS ARTWORK

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Published Stuttgart: Hans Peter Haas, 1972

Limited Edition of 135 copies. Each plate is signed "Christo" in pencil and numbered: "38/135." These signed screenprint plates document one of Christo's early installation works, which defined a new direction for him in terms of scale.

"As part of its fiftieth-anniversary celebration in 1968, the Kunsthalle Bern gave Christo his first opportunity to package an entire building. He shrouded the Kunsthalle with 27,000 square feet of reinforced polyethylene left over from the discarded first skin of the Kassel Air Package, secured it with 10,000 feet of nylon rope, and made a slit at the main entrance so visitors could enter the building" (Schellman, p. 64). A fine set, very scarce as nearly every set has been fragmented and sold in the print world.
LITERATURE
Schellman/Benecke 43-46.
	Fits in Collection: This book is by a very famous artist, even more famous than Kentridge (considerably so).  Even then, it is a very conceptual piece, though it seems simple.  While Beube plays with societal relations from the safe distance of a map, Christo covers space with actual matter.  He creates social reactions.
	No page 2: 10
	research: The Kunsthalle was the first building that Christo could ever cover in cloth.  This piece documents the process.  It is part of the 50th anniversary celebration of that event that this artist book was created.  It is a great piece of history.
	Personal reason: I thought it was so interesting to find an artist book by Christo.  It seems so simple, as well.  I think that finding it was a great opportunity.  If I actually had the collection, I would definitely have bragging rights.


